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Abstract: Coefficient alpha (α) was first introduced by Lee J. Cronbach in 1951 and since then
it continues to serve as a valuable index of reliability within different areas of research.
According to the Social Sciences Citation Index, between 1951 and 2010, Cronbach’s seminar
article (Cronbach, 1951) was cited 6,912 times by other published articles and numerous other
publications often cite secondary sources in support of the use of coefficient alpha.
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Although most statistical packages offer computation of coefficient alpha, no widely
available package incorporates tests comparing two coefficients alpha in dependent samples
as may arise when testing the equality of alpha across time or when testing the equality of
alpha for two test scores within the same sample. For a dependent group analysis, a feasible
research question might be ‘‘Does reducing test length or changing mode of item
presentation significantly impact internal consistency?’’ In this case, the null and alternative
hypotheses are H0: αdif = 0 and H1: αdif ≠ 0 where αdif = α1 – α2, and α1 and α2 are alpha
coefficients for two different test scores in the same population.
According to Feldt, Wodruf, and Salih (1987), the methodology for the case of
dependent statistics was first developed for H0: αdif = 0 (H0:

 1 =  2 ).

Feldt (1980)

recommended the following test statistic
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Where ˆ1 denotes coefficient alpha for the first test, ˆ2 denotes coefficient alpha for
2

the second test, p̂ denotes the squared Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the two
total-test scores for the sample.
Although a FORTRAN program was developed for this purpose and made available
by Lautenschlager (1989; Merino & Lautenschlager, 2003), it is not very accessible to users.
The new Dependent-Alpha Calculator provides a user-friendly interface based on Microsoft
Excel for testing hypotheses in line with the formula presented in Feldt et al. (1987) to allow
tests for differences among a user-defined set of coefficient alpha values for dependent
samples.

Input and Output
The user is queried by the Dependent-Alpha Calculator for coefficients alpha for
both tests, sample size, and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between both tests. The
Dependent-Alpha Calculator responds by calculating parts of the equation suggested by
Feldt et al. (1987). The output includes the t test statistic and degrees of freedom. There is a
built-in note in the Dependent-Alpha Calculator to help users determine the significance
level of t tests statistic at both .05 and .01 significance levels.

Availability
The program is available-by contacting either author- as a Microsoft Excel file.
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